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The excitement never lessens, and the
characters pull you along with them...a
thrilling story. RENDEZVOUS El Paso,
Texas. 1895. Five years ago, life as Jacy
Kimble knew it ended with a scandal that
sent her brother Hunter and his best friend
Trevor Fallon to Yuma Prison for murder.
The scandal cost her family their Arizona
Ranch, ruined her fathers political career
and took his sanity, leaving the Kimble
family in shambles. Once the belle of
Arizona society, Jacy Kimble was haughty
and flirtatiousher favorite target: Trevor
Fallon. Her father called him a hired hand.
Now Trevor has shown up at her door,
escaped from prison, or as he tries to make
her believe: he was freed in the middle of
the night with one orderclear her brothers
name and keep him from hanging. For five
years she has hated Trevor. How can she
believe him now? Yet, how can she not
help him try to prove her brothers
innocence? Its a hard choice for Jacy:
believe the man who ruined her life, or
throw away any hope for her familys
future. Complicating everything, Trevor is
the same handsome, no-account cowhand
who once romanced her. And Jacy had
loved him. Now she feels that powerful
attraction returning. How can she spend
time with him? How can she not?
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Branded owns and operates the award winning Matters series including Sports, Digital, Marketing, Gaming and Music
Matters. Branded also co-produces the 5 Ways You Can Use Branded Links to Get More Click-Throughs - Bitly
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